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527 S.W. HALL ST., PORTLAND OR. 97201, 503/221-1646
A G E N D A JOINT POLICY ADVISORYCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION
Date: September 9, 1982
Day: Thursday
Time: 7:30 a.m.
Place: Metro Conference Room A1/A2
1. HOLLYWOOD DISTRICT FAU SYSTEM AMENDMENT -
APPROVAL REQUESTED - Bill Pettis.
2. ADOPTION OF THE FY 1983 TO POST-1986 TRANSPOR-
TATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM AND THE FY 1983






Joint Policy Advisory Committee on Transpor-
tation (JPACT)
Members; Lloyd Anderson, Robert Bothman,
Dennis Buchanan, Larry Cole, Ed Ferguson,
Jim Fisher, John Frewing, Marge Kafoury,
Corky Kirkpatrick, Robin Lindquist, Al Myers,
Dick Pokornowski, Robert Schumacher, Mildred
Schwab, Vern Veysey, Charlie Williamson, and
Bill Young
SUMMARY:
In lieu of the July 8, 1982 JPACT meeting, the following business
was conducted by telephone:
1. SECTION 3 GRANT APPLICATION - TIP AMENDMENT TO REFLECT ADJUST-
MENTS TO THE FY 8 2 SECTION 3 PROGRAM; AUTHORIZATION OF "SEC-
TION 3 TRADE" FUNDING ACCORDINGLY
The Resolution amends the FY 82 TIP to reflect an up-to-date
capital program using Section 3 "discretionary" funds, and
finalization of a program of projects using the recently en-
dorsed Section 3 "trade" program.
Action Taken: The Committee unanimously recommended approval
of the Resolution to amend the TIP to reflect adjustments to
the FY 1982 Section 3 program and delineation of Section 3







STAFF REPORT Agenda Item No.
Meeting Date
APPROVAL OF RESOLUTION NO. , FOR THE PURPOSE OF
AMENDING THE FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM AND THE
FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM (FAUS)
Date: August 18, 1982 Presented by: Andy Cotugno
FACTUAL BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS
Purpose: This action will initiate a request to the Federal
Highway Administration to classify and designate under the Federal
Aid System selected local streets and route numbers consistent with
their use set forth in the Hollywood Transportation Study and the
City of Portland's Arterial Street Classification Policy (ASCP).
Policy Impact: This action will change the functional
classification and Federal Aid designation of certain streets in the
Hollywood District as requested by the City of Portland thereby
allowing the use of federal funds on the affected streets (the City
of Portland will be implementing a package of improvements in the
Hollywood District).
This action adds the following local streets as collectors:
1. N.E. 39th Avenue between Tillamook Street and Broadway.
2. N.E. Tillamook Street between 39th Avenue and 42nd Avenue.
This action is consistent with Metro's Five Year Operational
Plan.
Budget Impact: None.
Background: City transportation staff have requested that
certain local streets in the Hollywood District be functionally
classified consistent with the Hollywood Transportation Study. In
accomplishment of this, and in order to be eligible for federal
funding for right-of-way and construction of transportation
improvements, the noted streets need to be designated under the
Federal Aid System as FAU routes. The Portland City Council has
adopted the Hollywood District Plan and is expected to amend the
Arterial Streets Classification Policy consistent with these
amendments.
In order that the best possible investment be made in this
area, it is appropriate to include some improvement work on
essentially a district-wide basis. Of particular concern are the
illumination, curb ramp and street tree proposals which, to provide
for a unified urban design impact, need to be included on street
segments not currently on the designated FAU System.
None of the above street segments are functionally classified
or designated. As a consequence, a project improvement specifying
these streets would not be eligible for federal funds.
EXECUTIVE OFFICER'S RECOMMENDATION
Adoption of the attached Resolution based on the functions
proposed for the noted streets.
COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION AND RECOMMENDATION




BEFORE THE COUNCIL OF THE
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
FOR THE PURPOSE OF AMENDING THE ) RESOLUTION NO.
FUNCTIONAL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM )
AND THE FEDERAL AID URBAN SYSTEM ) Introduced by the Joint
(FAUS) ) Policy Advisory Committee
) on Transportation
WHEREAS, The City of Portland has requested that certain
streets in the Hollywood District be functionally classified and
federally designated; and
WHEREAS, These requested changes have been brought about
as a result of the Hollywood Transportation Study conducted by the
City of Portland and the City of Portland's Arterial Street
Classification Policy (ASCP); and
WHEREAS, To be eligible for federal funds, streets
undergoing roadway improvements must be functionally classified and
federally designated; and
WHEREAS, Staff analysis indicates that the proposed
changes are consistent with the functions serving the new traffic
circulation patterns associated with the Hollywood Transportation
project; now, therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED,
1. That the Metro Council amend the Federal Aid Urban
System to incorporate Exhibit "A."
2. That the Metro Council amend the Functional
Classification system to add as collectors:
a. N.E. 39th Avenue between Tillamook Street and
Broadway.
b. N.E. Tillamook Street between 39th Avenue and
42nd Avenue.
3. That Federal Aid route numbers be assigned to the
added segments in accordance with Exhibit "A."
4. That Metro staff coordinate the amendments with ODOT.
ADOPTED by the Council of the Metropolitan Service District










1. N . E . 39th Avenue between Tillamook Stree t and Broadway.
2 N E T i l l k S t t b t 39th A d 42. . . illamook tree e ween venue an  nd Avenue. [
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STAFF REPORT Agenda Item No.
Meeting Date
APPROVAL OF RESOLUTION NO. FOR THE PURPOSE OF
ADOPTING THE FY 1983 TO POST-1986 TRANSPORTATION
IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM AND THE FY 1983 ANNUAL ELEMENT
Date: August 19, 1982 Presented by: Andy Cotugno
FACTUAL BACKGROUND AND ANALYSIS
Purpose: The Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) and
Annual Element serve as the basis for receipt of federal
transportation funds by local jurisdictions, the Oregon Department
of Transportation (ODOT) and Tri-Met.
Policy Impact: Adoption of the TIP constitutes the following
actions:
Past policy endorsement of projects is identified in the
TIP (including projects to be funded with Interstate,
Interstate Transfer, Federal Aid Urban and UMTA funds)
thereby providing eligibility for federal funding. Four
new projects have been proposed for addition to the TIP.
The current status of Interstate Transfer funding is
accounted for, including past obligations and current
V funding level authorization (including escalation).
Interstate Transfer projects included in FY 82 are in
accordance with priorities and policies set by Resolution
No. 81-304 and includes programming of some $13.3 million
in excess of expected funds; unfunded projects will
automatically shift into FY 83.
Approximately $109.3 million of Interstate Transfer
funding is programmed for FY 83 and includes all projects
that will be considered for funding; actual FY 83
priorities will be established among these candidates
later this year.
Budget Impact: The existing Metro budget provides for
development of the TIP.
Background: The Metro TIP describes how federal transportation
funds for highway and transit projects in the Metro region are to be
obligated during the period October 1, 1982 through September 30,
1983. Additionally, in order to maintain continuity, funds are
estimated for years before and after the Annual Element year. The
FY 83 TIP is a refinement of the currently adopted TIP and involves
the following significant actions:
Interstate Transfer Funding
The TIP includes escalation, according to the National
Construction Cost Index, to December 31, 1981 and represents a
total $475 million program (federal). The FY 82 TIP included
$89.6 million of projects for FY 82 funding based upon actual
receipt of that amount of obligational authority. This FY 83
TIP update reduces the previously adopted FY 81 and FY 82
programs to match the adopted priorities. At the end of the
federal fiscal year, unfunded projects will automatically shift
to FY 83, thereby being eligible to compete for FY 83 funding.
The FY 83 Interstate Transfer program of approximately
$122.6 million represents the full funding need and is in
excess of the level of funding the region can anticipate. The
noted amount includes Banfield transit funds of $56.0 million
in accordance with the UMTA full funding contract with the
balance of $66.6 million being earmarked for FHWA highway
projects. Priorities will be established from amongst the full
FY 83 program later in the year based upon a closer estimate of
funding. Projects not funded in FY 83 will be delayed;
however, they will be considered for implementation in the
event additional FY 83 funds become available, or for funding
in FY 84.
Section 3 Trade Funding
In April 1982, Metro Council endorsed the use of Section 3
funds for selected transit projects in exchange for Interstate
Transfer funds. This involved transfer of funds from a series
of regionwide transit projects to the Banfield project; in
exchange, Section 3 funds previously earmarked for the Banfield
were assigned to transit projects. Subsequently, the fixed
amount of $76.8 million was committed by UMTA for the Section 3
Trade Program. In a Letter of Intent issued by the
Administrator on May 14, 1982, it is expected that these trade
funds will be made available at approximately $12.0 million per
year for fiscal years 1982 through 1987 depending on
availability of federal funds. The actual amount awarded in
FY 1982 was $13.7 million. Projects and priorities for use of
FY 1983 funds will be developed in compliance with the
priority-setting process later in 1982.
Banfield Funding
The TIP includes both Interstate Transfer funding and
$8.9 million in Section 3 funding for the Banfield. The
amounts are programmed in 1981 dollars and are consistent with
the level of Interstate Transfer funding locally authorized for
the Banfield and with Section 3 funds awarded in the grant.
Funding levels by year differ from previously published
estimates due to differential inflation rates. The funding
program may require revision at a later date depending upon
actions by Congress and USDOT.
Westside Corridor Funding
This program is composed of Section 3 trade and Section
103(e)(4) funds. Some $10.9 million in trade funds were
assigned to specific projects for FY 1982 by Metro Resolution
No. 82-341. Further assignments will be established later this
year utilizing the process previously established for
allocation of this Westside Corridor reserve. The Section
103(e)(4) reserve currently has some $17.5 million of
unobligated authority; $500,000 of this has been earmarked in
FY 1983 for initiating preliminary engineering on new Westside
projects. When specific projects have been defined for the use
of those earmarked funds (sometime in October or November of
this year), the $500,000 will be distributed accordingly.
Federal Aid Urban
New federal legislation proposes to terminate this program by
FY 84. However, pending this change by Congress, FAU funds are
included through FY 86 in accordance with current legislation.
Section 5 - Transit Operating Assistance
New federal legislation proposes to gradually phase out this
program by FY 85. However, pending this change by Congress,
Section 5 operating assistance is continued at the FY 81 level.
Five-Year Transit Development Program
The transit capital program is in accordance with the adopted
TDP and now under review by Tri-Met. TIP revisions by Metro
are likely after review of the TDP. Several projects
recommended by the Westside Corridor Project use Section 3
funds.
Interstate Funds
Interstate projects are programmed in accordance with the ODOT
Six-Year Plan adopted in early 1982.
Air Quality
The TIP is in conformity with the Oregon State Implementation
Plan (SIP) for Air Quality adopted in 1982. Updates to the
carbon monoxide and ozone plans demonstrate attainment of both
standards by 1987. All projects specified in the SIP as
necessary for attainment of these standards are included in the
TIP. In addition, the TIP has been reviewed to ensure that it
does not include actions which would reduce the effectiveness
of planned transportation control measures.
New Projects
This TIP update incorporates several new projects that have
been identified by the sponsoring jurisdictions and/or Metro.
The following projects have been included at the request of the
City of Portland to be funded with Interstate Transfer funding
previously earmarked for Portland projects.
S.W. Vermont Corridor, 30th to 60th
This project involves improvements to S.W. Vermont between
S.W. 30th and S.W. 60th. The portion between S.W. 30th and
S.W. 45th will be widened to accommodate two full travel lanes
and parking on both sides of the street. The portion between
S.W. 45th and S.W. 60th will also be improved although the
widening will not be as extensive due to the limited
availability of right-of-way. Curbs, sidewalks and drainage
improvements are planned for the entire length of the project.
Also, the intersection at S.W. 35th and Vermont will be
improved by reducing the slope of S.W. Vermont below 35th.
This will improve the sight distances for traffic on both 35th
and Vermont. These improvements should increase the safety and
convenience for both drivers and pedestrians.
Marquam Ramp Street Improvements
This project is being developed in anticipation of increased
traffic volumes in the Central Eastside area resulting from
completion of the new East Marquam ramps to and from 1-5.
Improvements include signalization of the intersection of Water
Avenue and Taylor Street, and the removal of rail tracks from
Water Avenue. Traffic flow patterns will be altered by
creating one-way couplets at Stark/Clay and Taylor/Yamhill
between Union Avenue and Water Avenue. Also, the intersection
of Stark and Water Avenue will be improved by reducing the
severity of the turning angle. This project also includes
improvements to lighting and rail crossing protections in this
vicinity.
Foster Road, 122nd to Jenne Road
This project involves widening and improving S.E. Foster Road
between 122nd and 145th. This improved facility will have two
travel lanes in each direction, curbs and sidewalks along with
better lighting and drainage facilities. The second element of
this project involves safety improvements to the intersection
of Foster Road and Jenne Road. Foster Road will be widened in
this vicinity with left-turn lanes provided on Foster Road
eastbound and Jenne Road southbound, and an improved signal
system will be installed.
Banfield Fire Line
This project involves the installation of an 8-inch water
supply main along the shoulder of the Banfield Freeway between
16th Avenue and 92nd Avenue. This addresses a long-term
problem of insufficient water access for fire equipment along
the Banfield Corridor and is particularly important for freeway
and LRT accident response. Fire hydrants will be located at
lf000-foot intervals along the freeway shoulder and service
vaults will be located at 16th Avenue, 44th Avenue and 92nd
Avenue. This will help provide adequate fire protection for
the freeway and adjacent businesses and the Banfield light rail
line.
N. Columbia Blvd. Frontage Road
This project includes construction of a new frontage road along
the north side of the railroad tracks and Columbia Blvd. with
traffic signals at Argyle and/or Washburn and/or Peninsular.
It also includes the elimination of several unrestricted
railroad crossings and provision of access to Columbia Blvd. at
signalized intersections only. This project will help minimize
traffic safety hazards between railroad operations and
industrial traffic, improve railroad operating efficiency and
improve traffic operation of Columbia Blvd. as a major arterial
by minimizing curb cuts.
EXECUTIVE OFFICER'S RECOMMENDATION
Adopt the resolution to allow timely flow of federal funds into
the region.
COMMITTEE CONSIDERATION AND RECOMMENDATION




BEFORE THE COUNCIL OF THE
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
FOR THE PURPOSE OF ADOPTING THE ) RESOLUTION NO.
FY 1983 TO POST-1986 TRANSPORTA- )
TION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM AND THE ) Introduced by the
FY 1983 ANNUAL ELEMENT )
WHEREAS, Metro staff and the Transportation Improvement
Program Subcommittee have prepared a final draft of the
Transportation Improvement Program (TIP) for the Metro urban area
which implements the adopted Regional Transportation Plan and
complies with federal guidelines as set forth in 23 CFR—Part 450;
and
WHEREAS, In accordance with the Metro/Regional Planning
Council (RPC) of Clark County Memorandum of Agreement, the TIP has
been submitted to the RPC for review and comment; and
WHEREAS, Projects using federal funds must be specified in
the TIP by the fiscal year in which obligation of funds is to take
place; and
WHEREAS, Some 1982 Annual Element projects may not be
obligated in FY 1982 because the exact point in time for obligation
is indeterminate; now, therefore,
BE IT RESOLVED,
1. That the Metro Council adopts the FY 1983 TIP for the
urban area as contained in the Attachment to this Resolution marked
Exhibit "A."
2. That projects that are not obligated by September 30,
1982 be automatically reprogrammed for FY 1983 for all funding
sources.
3. That the TIP is in conformance with the Regional
Transportation Plan and the 1982 Air Quality State Implementation
Plan.
4. That the Metro Council allows the use of funds to be
transferred among the particular phases (PE, ROW or Construction) of
a given project and allows adjustment of project funding
authorizations consistent with the cost overrun policy adopted by
Resolution No. 79-103.
5. That the Metro Council hereby finds the projects in
accordance with the region's continuing, cooperative, comprehensive
planning process and, hereby, gives affirmative A-95 Review approval.
ADOPTED by the Council of the Metropolitan Service District















PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
26-AU3-82
1983 1984 1985 1986
PARE 1
POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH
**#! MCLOUBHLIN NEIGHBORHOOD TRAFFIC DIVERSION PR0GRAM********153*257****************************************** N/A
PE 19*000 0 25»000 0 26*872 0 0 70*872
CONST 0 0 200*000 0 0 137*039 0 337*039
TIP TOTAL 19*000 0 225*000 0 26*872 137*039 0 407*910
80081
***2 TRAFFIC SIGNAL IMPROVEMENT-CITY OF P0RTLAND*********25*270*301*353*436************************************ MISC
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 484*851 484*851
TIP TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 484*851 484*851
25
*#*3 HOLLYWOOD DISTRICT IMPROVEMENTS-NE SANDY BLVD-37TH TO 47TH*********28*271*437***************************** FAU9326
PE 161*000 37*889 0 0 0 0 0 198*889
R/W 0 163*200 0 0 0 0 0 163*200
CONST 0 O 2*550*000 0 0 0 0 2*550*000
TIP TOTAL 161*000 201*089 2*550*000 0 0 0 0 2*912*089
79071
***4 SE HOLGATE BLVB-SE 17TH AVE TO SE 28TH AVE-BRIDGE AND APPR0ACHES*********42*272*************************** FAU9793
CONST 4*450*600 0 0 0 0 0 0 4*450*600
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 7*217 7*217
TIP TOTAL 4*450*600 0 0 0 0 0 7*217 4*457*817
76002

























































CITY OF PORTLAND PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
26-Aus»-82
1983 1984 1985 1986
PAGE 2
POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH
***7 MCLOUGHl.IN BLVD(0R99E> PED UNDERPASS - 100 FT SO OF HAIG**#*****169*279*************#))c**#**#************#* FAP26 77127
PE 36*820 0 0 0 0 0 0 37*052 232
TIP TOTAL 36*820 0 0 0 0 0 0 37*052 232
***8 GRAND AVE<0R99E> AT MORRISON - 2 LEFT TURN LANES********170*280************#****#*****************#******* FAU9809
PE 19*990 2*294 0 0 0 0 0 22*284
CONST 144*121 0 0 0 0 0 0 144*121
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 66 66
TIP TOTAL 164*111 2*294 0 0 0 0 66 166>471
80084


























**10 39TH AVE - SE GLENWOOD TO CRYSTAL SPRINGS BLVD - WIDENIN(5********175*283*****#*#***********#**#** 77125
PE 52*785 0 0 0 0 0 0 46*450 -6*335
R/W 1*275 O 0 0 0 0 0 41 -1*234
CONST 540*115 0 0 0 0 0 0 494*434 -45*681
TIP TOTAL 594*175 0 0 0 0 0 0 540*925 -53*250
































CITY OF PORTLAND PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE. TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
26-Aus<-82
1983 1984 1985 1986
PAGE 3






































0 0 0 0 7*490
0 0 0 0 35*442







**15 SIGNAL MODIFICATION AND REPLACEMENT PROGRAM - 8 LOCATIONS********185*289*******************j|t*************3|t MISC
PE 8*320 0 0 0 0 0 0 8*320
CONST 84*697 0 0 0 0 0 0 84*697






































































PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
FY835
OF.lL I (3 A T O 1982
CITY OF PORTLAND PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
1983 1984 1985 198 A
PAGE. 4
POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH
**19 RESERVE ACCOUNT - SE PORTLAND AND E fWLTNOMAH CTY TSM PR0JECTS******#*192*294#*************#************** N/A
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 280*947 280*947
TIP TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 280*947 280*947
192
**20 CONTINGENCY-CATEGORY II-CITY OF P0RTLAND********194*295**********************#* N/A
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 10*958 10*958
TIP TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 10*958 10*958
194










































**23 COLISEUM AREA TRAFFIC SIGNALS-SIGNAL IMPR0VEMENT********657r^98*454***********************^ MISC 78119
CONST 390*000 0 0 0 0 0 0 394*376 4*376
TIP TOTAL 390*000 0 0 0 0 0 0 394*376 4*376













































CITY OF PORTLAND PROsJECTS (CONTINUED)
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVKHgNT PROGRAM
PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
26-AusJ-82
1983 1984 1985 1986
PAGE 5
POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH































**27 FRONT AVE CONST (OFFSETS SYS PLNG S-SEE PORTLAND>~#l******#*ry?9*304*******************^^
CONST 522*138 0 0 0 0 0 0 522*138
TIP TOTAL 522*138 0 0 0 0 0 0 522*138
10031






















































**30 SW BROADWAY-SW 4TH TO SW
PE 0 50*000
CONST 0 0














CITY OF PORTLAND PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
METROPOLITAN SERVICE. DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FYJ983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
26-AUS-82
1983 1984 1985 1986
PAGE 6






























































**35 N COLUMBIA BLVD-0.25 MI U OF TERMINAL RJ.I TO W OSWEGO AVE******#***9*351*4lO***********)|{#t3|!#)(c*******#*#*#** FAU9956

























CITY OF PORTLAND PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
26-AU4-82
1983 1984 1985 1986
PAGE 7
POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH
**37 SIGNAL COMPUTER CONTROL.
CONST 51*977







**38 FAU REPLACEMENT CONTINGENCY-CITY OF P0RTLAND*******!r261*3A7*42.7*428********************#**#»*f********#*** N/A
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 863»541 863*541
TIP TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 0 863*541 863*541
261
**39 SIGNAL MODIFICATION AT 10 LOCATIONS(LEFT TURN)-SE
PE 2*082 0 0
CONST 43*393 5*567 0
RESRV 0 0 0
TIP TOTAL 45*475 5*567 0
P0RTLAN»********558*368************************##******* MISC
0 O 0 O 2»082
0 0 0 0 48»960
0 0 0 2»040 2r040











**41 NEW SIGNALS-5 LOCATIONS-PORTLAND BLVD ET AL*#******647*370********#********3|:************t)|c** MISC
CONST 191*250 0 O 0 0 0 0 191r250
TIP TOTAL 191r250 0 0 0 0 0 0 191*250
78122
**42 COLUMBIA BLVD (3) NEW TRAFFIC SIGNALS********650*371*******************#********W FAU9956
CONST 239*837 0 0 0 0 0 0 239*837
TIP TOTAL 239,837 0 0 0 0 0 0 239,837
78026
**43 NE SANDY BLVD AT 50TH AND 70TH-NEW SIGNALS*******#652*372*************************^^ FAU9326
CONST 72*250 0 0 0 0 0 0 72*250




CITY OF PORTLAND PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
26-AUS-B2
1983 1984 1985 1986
PAGE 8
POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH
**44 COLUMBIA BLVD AT 47TH-NEW TRAFFIC SI6NAL********653*373*********#**#*******^ FAU9956
PE 2*550 O O O O O O 2*550
CONST 57 * 000 0 0 0 0 0 0 57 » 000
TIP TOTAL 59*550 O O O O O O 59*550
80060
**45 SU CAPITOL AT HUBER-NEW TRAFFIC SIGNAL*#******655*374***#**********#*****#***^ FAU9407
CONST 62*111 O O O O O O 62*111
TIP TOTAL 62*111 0 0 0 0 0 0 62*111
10032
* * 4 6 CBD TRAFFIC SIGNAL REPLACEMENTS-21 L 0 C A T I 0 N S 3 » * * * * * * * 6 6 1 * 3 7 5 * * * * * * * # t » . ) | ! * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * M1SC
CONST 771*500 0 0 0 0 0 0 771 * 500
TIP TOTAL 771r500 O O O O O O 771»500
78028
**47 INTERSTATE AT TILLAM00K-SI6NAL REPLACEMENT**#*****663*376***********#****#***#*****##***** FAU9361
PE 2*040 0 O O 0 O O 2»040
CONST 2 8 * 0 3 3 O O O O O O 2 8 * 0 3 3
RESRV O O O O O O 9 » 9 2 7 9 * 9 2 7
TIP TOTAL 30*073 0 0 0 0 O 9*927 40*000
80005
**48 TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENTS IN NORTHWEST P0RTLAND***#****278*391********#***#***#*#*****************#»**** MISC
RESRV O O O O O O 1*575*131 1*575*131
TIP TOTAL O O O O O O 1*575*131 1*575*131
79035




























CITY OF PORTLAND PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
26-Au<3~82
1983 1984 1985 1986
PAC5E 9
POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH
**50 NORTHWEST PORTLAND TRANSPORTATION
PE 25»500 0










**51 NU FRONT AVENUE RECONSTRUCTION-NW GLISAN TO NW 26TH AVe********286*394************************************ FAU9300
PE 122*000 73*500 0 0 0 0 0 195*500
CONST 0 2*965*299 2*575*900 0 0 0 0 5*541*199



















































































CITY OF PORTLAND PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
2A-Aus$-82
1983 1984 1985 1986
PAGE 10
POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH






















































































































































CITY OF PORTLAND PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
METROPOLITAN SERVICE" DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
26-Aust-82
1983 1984 1985 1986
PAGE. 11
















**63 82ND AVE (6) SIGNAL REPLACEMENTS-SANDY TO WASHINGT0N********668*434*************#************************* FAU9713
PE 10*800 16*000 0 0 0 0 0 26*800
CONST O 209*791 O 0 O O 0 209*791
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 25*109 25*109
TIP TOTAL 10*800 225*791 0 0 0 0 25*109 261*700
80061
**64 MARINE DRIVE WIDENING TO FOUR LANES-I5 TO RIVER(3ATE********298*445**************************************** FAU9962
PE 0 0 150*000 0 0 0 - 0 150*000
R/W 0 0 0 376*763 0 0 0 376*763
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 3*394*211 0 3*394*211












0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
79055
**66 NE LOMBARD/COLUMBIA BLVD CONNECTION VIA NE
RESRV 0 0
TIP TOTAL 0 0
601H AVE********301*447*************************************** FAU9917
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
80011
**67 COLUMBIA BLVD/COLUMBIA WAY/N PORTLAND RD INTERSECTION IMPRVM1********303*448****************************** FAU9956
PE 55*250 0 0 0 0 0 0 55*250
CONST 190*000 0 0 0 0 0 0 190*000




CITY OF PORTLAND PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
METROPOLITAN SERVICE! DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
26-AUS-82
1983 1984 198S 1986
PAGE 12
POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH
**68 COMMERCIAL ARTERIAL STREET LIGHT CONVERSION-CITY WI»K*#**####307#449************#********^ MISC
PE 67*150 0 0 0 0 0 0 67,150
CONST 1*088,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,088,000
TIP TOTAL 1,155,150 0 0 0 0 0 0 1,155,150
79041
**69 POWELL BUTTE/MT SCOTT STUDY AREA-PROJECT DEVEL0PMENT*#******308*450******#******#^^ MISC 79081
PE 29,750 0 0 0 0 0 0 27,972 -1,778
TIP TOTAL 29,750 0 0 O 0 0 0 27,972 -1,778
**70 TERWILLIGER/BARBUR BLV» PE/RE8ERVE FOR R/W AND C0NSTRUCTI0N********309*451*************)(!*******#********** FAU9361
PE 55,000 0 201,285 86,000 0 0 0 342,285
R/W 0 0 0 706,431 0 0 0 706,431
CONST 0 0 0 5,900,000 3,031,419 0 0 8,931,419
TIP TOTAL 55,000 0 201,285 6,692,431 3,031,419 0 0 9,980,135
80015










































**73 SE FOSTER RD IMPR0VEMENTS-122ND TO JENNE RD*#******714*468#477*#**#******#**#********^ FAU9776
RESRV 0 0 2,097,118 0 0 0 0 2,097,118
TIP TOTAL 0 0 2,097,118 0 0 0 0 2,097,118
FY835
OBLIGATED 1982
CITY OF PORTLAND PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
METROPOLITAN SFRVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
1983 1984 1985 1986
PAGE 13





















































































































































PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE: TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
26~Au<3-82
OEM. I GATED 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986
PAGE Itp
POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH
MULTNOMAH COUNTY PROJECTS
**79 EAST COUNTY SIGNAL PROJECTS-*
PE 34»000 0
CONST 0 404>870






**80 242ND AVE TSM IMPROVEMENTS-DIVISION TO GLISAN********138*253*******#*#*«*****###***^
PE 0 31»535 0 0 0 0 0 31*535
CONST 0 396,100 0 0 0 0 0 396*100
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 O 273*467 273*467
TIP TOTAL 0 427*635 0 0 0 0 273*467 701*103
80047




































**82 SE 72N» RECONSTRUCTION-DUKE TO CLACKAMAS COUNTY LINE*****#**165*277*#******##**#*****^ 80O83
PE 22*753 0 0 0 0 0 0 22*753 0
CONST 576*493 0 0 0 0 0 0 590*760 14*267
TIP TOTAL 599*246 0 0 0 0 0 0 613*513 14*267
**83 BURNSIDE BRIDGE RESURFACING AND J01NTS********166*278***#*******##***#*** 77017
PE 5*974 0 0 0 0 0 f, 0 5*974 0
CONST 284*518 0 0 0 0 0 0 308*238 23*720
TIP TOTAL 290*492 0 0 0 0 0 0 314*212 23*720
**84 SELLWOOD BR CONST (OFFSETS SYS PLNG f-SEE MULTN0MAH)*9*****#***52#305*355M15*********«***##******#******* FAU9704 76031
CONST 880*843 0 0 0 0 0 0 854*598 -26*245
TIP TOTAL 880*843 0 0 0 0 0 0 854*598 -26*245
FY835
OBLIGATED 1982
MULTNOMAH COUNTY PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983




POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH
**85 BROADWAY BRIDGE RESURFACIN6Ht3********204r,m*********^ FAU9318 77048
PE 5*540 0 0 0 0 0 0 4*622 -918
CONST 87*276 0 0 0 0 0 0 84*013 -3r263
TIP TOTAL 92*816 0 0 0 0 0 0 88*634 -4*182
**86 238TH AVE IMPROVEMENT-UP RRXNG TO HALSEY ST*********58*329*416*********#***##**#********#********^ FAU9877
PE 32*865 3*955 0 0 0 0 0 36*820
R/W 55*250 0 0 0 0 0 0 55*250
CONST 275*200 96*529 0 0 0 0 0 371*729
TIP TOTAL 363*315 100*484 0 0 0 0 0 463*799
78009
**87 FAIRVIEW AVE SIGNALIZATION- AT HALSEY ST AND AT SAN»Y Bl.VD********212*331#********###************##******* FAU9867
PE 3*850 0 0 0 0 0 O 3r850
CONST 42»500 0 0 0 0 0 0 42»500
TIP TOTAL 46»350 0 0 0 0 0 0 46»350
78008
**88 182ND AVENUE WIDENIN6-DIVISI0N ST TO POWELL BLVB*******r213*332******************#*^^ FAU9891
PE 114,900 0 0 0 0 0 O 114r900
R/W 18 f 019 451729 0 0 0 0 0 631748
CONST 0 9511587 0 0 0 0 0 951*587
TIP TOTAL 132*919 997*316 0 0 0 0 0 1*130*235
78010
*»89 CHERRY PARK RD/257TH DRIVE-242ND AVE TO TROUTDAI.E
PE 180*100 0 0
CONST 0 556*408 0
RESRV 0 371*117 0
TIP TOTAL 180*100 927*525 0
R»********216*334**:Mc?Mc«*****^ FAU9880
0 0 0 0 180*100
0 0 0 0 556*408
0 0 0 0 371*117
0 0 0 0 1*107*625
78011


























MULTNOMAH COUNTY PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
26-AUHS--82
1983 1984 1985 1986
PAGE \$>
POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH
**91 SANDY BLVD C0RRID0R-99TH AVE TO 162N»
PE 66*980 O
R/U 0 11 * 050
CONST 0 0





**92 E BURNSIDE-SE 223R» TO SE POWELL BLVD-C0NSTRUCTION********252*365*********######^ FAU9822
CONST l»634»200 0 0 0 0 0















































































PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
26-Au;S-82 PAGE
OBLIGATED
CITY OF 6RESHAM PROJECTS
1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH





















**94 221ST AVE EXTENSION/1OULE RJ5 IMPVMT-POWELL BI.V» TO BUTLER RD********2i4*;533******#***##***#***#***#******* FAU9867
PE 283*000 0 0 0 0 0 0 283*000
R/W 0 348*000 120*265 0 0 0 0 468*265
CONST 0 0 0 832*902 0 0 0 832*902
TIP TOTAL 283*000 348*000 120*265 832*902 0 0 0 1*584*167
78012
**95 221ST AVENUE-POWELL THROUGH JOHNSON CREEK BRIDGE********715#469*#******************#*****^ FAU9867
CONST 0 0 1*411*680 0 0 0 0 1*411*680
TIP TOTAL 0 0 1*411*680 0 0 0 0 1*411*680
78012












































PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983




1982 1983 1984 1985 1986
PAGE
POST 198A AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH
**96 CONTINGENCY-MULTNOMAH COUNTY/CITIES-CATEGORY III*******V206*324*3Mt************#^ N/A 206
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 232,152 232*152 0


























PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
2A-AU.S-82
1983 1984 1985 1986
PAGE pH
POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH
**98 RAILROAD AVENUE/HARMONY R0AD-82ND TO MILWAUKIE CBD***:m**553*260*****)m********^^ FAU9702

























































*100 THIESSEN/JENNINGS CORRIOOR-OATFIELD ROAD TO X205********581*264**********#****^^ FAU9698
PE 0 0 69*000 0 0 0 0 69*000
RESRM 0 0 0 0 0 0 837*700 837*700



































*102 82ND DRIVE-HIGHWAY 212 TO 1205- C0NSTRUCTI0N****#**#*71*356*****#***#******#* FAU9653 76048
CONST 448*800 0 0 0 0 0 0 458*000 9*200
TIP TOTAL 448*800 0 0 0 0 0 0 458*000 9,200
*103 SUNNYSIDE ROAD REALIGNMENT-0»25 MI WEST OF 142ND (S CURVE>*##**#***78*357********************^ FAU9718 77149
CONST 201*600 0 0 0 0 0 0 190*034 -11*566
TIP TOTAL 201,600 0 0 0 0 0 0 190*034 -11,566
METROPOLITAN SFRVICF DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
FY835
OBLIGATE)) 1982
CLACKAMAS COUNTY PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
1983 1984 1985 1986
PAGE 2C
POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH
*1O4 SUNNYSIDE. ROAD-STEVENS ROAD TO 12.2NU UNIT I#***##**#77#417##***##**#**#*#**##************^ FAU9718
PE 0 21,845 0 0 0 0 0 21,845
R/W 148,750 0 29r283 O O O O 178*033
CONST 0 654*000 0 0 0 0 0 654,000
TIP TOTAL 148,750 675,845 29,283 0 0 0 0 853,878
77147





















































CITY OF LAKE 0SWE60 PROJECTS
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFKR PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
26-AuS-82
1982 1983 1984 1985 1986
PAGE 2f
POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH
*105 LOWER BOONES FERRY RIJ-MADRONA TO SW JEAN*********68*228*306*337#****Jm)m*^^ FAU9473
R/W 450*500 70*833 0 0 0 0 0 521*333
CONST 0 0 0 0 532 * 884 0 0 532*884
TIP TOTAL 450*500 70*833 0 0 532*884 O 0 l»054»217
80104
*106 HWY43(STATE ST CORRI»OR)TSM-TERWILLIGER TO LAD»****##**133*250#339***#********###******#*^ FA4J9565 77068
PE 59r500 0 0 0 0 0 0 118,999 59*499
R/W 0 0 393*000 0 0 0 0 393*000 0
CONST 0 0 0 lrOO2»729 0 0 0 1*002*729 O
TIP TOTAL 59*500 0 393*000 1*002*729 0 0 0 1*514*728 59*499








































PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
1982 1983 1984 1985 1986
PAGE. 2JL
POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH


























PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
26-Aufii-82
1983 1984 1985 1986
PAGE 23
POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH
*108 NW 185TH-WALKER ROAD TO SUNSET HIGHWAY-PHASE 1*********92*229*308*419************************************* FAU9043
PE 0 25*066 0 0 0 0 0 25*066
CONST 0 1*313*725 0 0 0 0 0 1*313*725
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 320*668 320*668
TIP TOTAL 0 1*338*791 0 0 0 0 320*668 1*659*459
77076




































*110 SW JENKINS/158TH-MURRAY BLVD TO SUNSET HIGHWAY*********97*232*421***************************************** FAU9030
CONST 2*459*500 -386*000 0 0 0 0 0 2*073*500
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 790*674 790*674
TIP TOTAL 2*459*500 -386*000 0 0 0 .—..©- 790*6/4 2*864*174
77046















































*112 MURRAY BLVD-JENKINS ROAD TO SUNSET HIGHWAY********586*266************************************************* FAU9067
PE 0 300*000 0 0 0 0 0 300*000
R/W 0 0 0 659*336 0 0 0 659*336
CONST 0 0 0 0 1*271*750 0 0 1*271*750




WASHINGTON COUNTY PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
26-Ausl-82
1983 1984 1985 1986
PAGE 2tf-
POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH

































*114 FARMINGTON RD C0RRID0RC0R208) TSM-185TH AVE TO LOMBARD AVE****#***236*342************************** FAU9064
PE 55*420 4*080 0 0 0 0 0 59*500
CONST 0 0 270 * 249 0 0 0 0 270*249
TIP TOTAL 55*420 4*080 270*249 0 0 0 0 329*749
78057
*115 CEDAR HILLS BLVD/WALKER RD INTERSECTION IMPR0VEMENT#*******238*344*364************#*#*****^ 78136
PE 8*624 0 0 0 0 0 0 10*402 1*778
CONST 102*000 0 0 0 0 0 0 110*462 8*462
TIP TOTAL 110*624 0 0 0 0 0 0 120*864 10*240
*116 SW 65TH/NYBERG RD-I5 TO SAGERT RD^UNIT--*l-C0NSTRUCTI0N****<***«83«358**««*****S*****3ic********************* FAU9556
CONST 422*206 0 0 0 0 0 0 422*206
TIP TOTAL 422*206 0 0 0 0 0 0 422,206
10003
*117 CORNELL RD & MURRAY BLVD - IMPROVE/SIGNALIZE**#******87*359**#*****##*#*##**#*#************ FAU9022
CONST 108*517 0 0 0 0 0 0 108*517
TIP TOTAL 108*517 0 0 0 0 0 0 108*517
78082
*118 SW GREENBURG RD - HALL TO










WASHINGTON COUNTY PROJECTS (CONTINUKD)
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
1983 1984 1985 1986
PAGE 2.6
POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH
*119 WESTS IDE ARTERIAL.
TIP TOTAL
MISC 80077































0 0 761*279 35*088
0 0 1*716*136 0
0 0 8*967*667 -95*783
0 1*735*184 1*735*184 0
0 1*735*184 13*180*265 -60*695
FYB35
OBLIGATE)!!




PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
1983 1984 1983 1984
PAGE 2&
POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH
*1?O PACIFIC HWY W(0R99W)-BULL MTN RJJ TO N TIGAR» INTCHG-TSM IMP •1********228*340***************************** FAP9 228
PE 91^674 0 0 0 0 0 0 88,273 -3,401
CONST 962,450 0 0 0 0 0 0 915,983 -46,467
TIP TOTAL 1,054,124 0 0 0 0 O 0 1,004,256 -49r868


















CITY OF BEAVERTON PROJECTS
METROPOLITAN StTRVICf DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
26-AuS-82
1982 1983 1984 1985 1986
PAGE 2ff












0 0 0 0 0 94*911
0 0 0 0 0 1*166*370
885*547 0 0 0 0 1*743*042
885*547 0 0 0 0 3*004*323
80858



















































*124 CANYON/TV HWY C0RRID0RC0R8) TSM-WALKER RB TO MURRAY BI.M»****#***229*341**************#******3|t*********##*^ FAP32 78054
PE 36*950 0 0 0 0 0 0 36*950 0
CONST 659*864 0 0 0 0 0 0 636*957 -22*907










































PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
FY835
OBLIGATED 1982 1983 1984 1983 1986
PAGE
POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH
CITY OF TUALATIN PROJECTS





















































PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
26-Aust-82
OBLIGATED
CITY OF HILLSBORO PROJECTS
1982 1983 1984 1985 198A
PAGE
POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH
*12A CORNELL ROAD RECONSTRUCT ION-E MAIN TO ELAM YOUNG PARKWAY******** 132*249*********************************** FAU9O22
PE 153*000 0 0 0 0 0 0 153*000
R/W 0 510*000 0 0 0 0 0 510*000
CONST 0 0 1» 4O9 7 31A;? 0 0 0 0 1*409*162
TIP TOTAL 153*000 510»000 l»409»162 0 0 0 0 2»O72»1A2
80038


































PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR




*127 TRI-MET TECHNICAL STUDY - 5 WORK EI.EMENTS*****#**120*241#**********)m N/A
PE 428 * OOO 0 0 0 0 0 0 428 * 000
TIP TOTAL 428»000 0 0 0 0 0 0 428*000
120
































*130 MILWAUKIE TRANSIT CENTER SX6NALS********617*268************#**#******^ N/A
PE 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O



















































PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
26-PM&-&2
1983 1984 1985 1986
PAGE























































OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DIVISION PROJECTS
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMfc'NI PROGRAM
PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
26-AUSH8?
1983 1984 1985 1986 POST 198A
PAGE.
AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH
*134 OSWEGO CREEK BR1DGE(OR43>-BRIDGE REPLACEMENT AND NEW BlKI-:WAY********103*233*309*405*423******************* FAU9565
PE 90,147 17,081 0 0 0 0 0 107,228
R/W 53,550 0 0 0 0 0 0 53,550
CONST 2,415,000 -689,607 0 0 0 0 0 1,725,393
TIP TOTAL 2,558,697 -672,527 0 0 0 0 0 1,886,170
76085































































*137 OREGON CITY BYPASS-PARK PLACE TO COMMUNITY COLLEGE********125*245*315*316********************************* N/A
PE 886,557 48,647 0 0 0 0 0 935,204
R/W 2,975*000 850,000 0 0 0 0 0 3,825,000
CONST 0 7,862,000 6,947,380 0 0 0 0 14,809,380
TIP TOTAL 3,861»557 8,760,647 6,947,380 0 0 0 0 19,569,584
76007
*138 MCLOUGHLIN BLVD INTERSECTION AND SIGNAL IMPR0VEMENTS********147*256*************************************** EAP2.6
PE 60,500 0 0 0 0 0 0 60,500
R/W 0 0 8,500 0 0 0 0 8,500
CONST 0 0 787,521 0 0 0 0 787,521




PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
FY835
OBLIGATED 1982 1983
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DIVISION PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
1984 1985 1986
PAGE 35
POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH












*140 PROGRESS INTCHG OFF-RAMP TO SCHOLLS FERRY RD<0R210>******#*109>mi*362*378***#********^ FAU9234 109
CONST 294,873 0 0 0 0 0 0 323,133 28,260
TIP TOTAL 294,873 0 0 0 0 0 0 323,133 28,260
*141 HALL BLVD<AT HWY217)-LEFT TURN REFUGE FOR SB ON RAMP*****#**l!0*312*363#*****#**#*********^^ FAU9091 78042
CONST 81,783 0 0 0 0 0 0 110,499 28,716
RESRV O 0 O 0 0 0 1,019 1,019 0
TIP TOTAL 81,783 0 0 0 0 0 1 , 0 1 9 1 1 1 , 5 1 8 2Br716


























*143 BEAVERTON TUALATIN HIGHWAY—FANNO CREEK BRIDGE WlDFNIN6********249*350*426*********************^ FAU9091 78056
CONST 248,113 0 0 0 0 O 0 216,551 -31,562
TIP TOTAL 248,113 0 0 0 0 0 0 216,551 -31,562










PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
26-Ai.iHi--8?
OBLIGATED 1982 1983
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DIVISION PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
1984 1985 1984
PAGE 3Jjf-
POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH
*145 SUNSET HIGHWAY OVERLAYS -
CONST 1*354*061 36*229































*147 ST HELENS ROAD RECONSTRUCTION-WEST CITY LIMITS TO NW KITTRIDGE A********271*390*************************** EAP1
PE 221*468 0 0 0 0 0 0 221*468
R/W 0 0 1*751*750 0 0 0 0 1*751*750
CONST 0 0 0 1*339*776 0 0 0 1*339*776
TIP TOTAL 221*468 0 1*751*750 1*339*776 0 0 O 3*312*993
79067
*148 OSWEGO HIGHWAY<0R43> AT CEDAR OAKS-LEFT TURN REFUGES********!13*406*424*********************************** FAU9565
CONST 34*438 0 0 0 0 0 0 34*438
RESRV 0 0 0 0 0 0 16,537 16*537
TIP TOTAL 34*438 0 0 0 0 O 16*537 50,975
78118
*149 POWELL AND 190TH INTERSECTION IMPR0VEMENT********293*409************************************************** FAP24
PE 153*340 0 0 0 0 0 0 153*340
R/W 0 0 435*200 0 0 0 0 435*200
CONST 0 0 0 0 1*738*756 0 0 1*738*756



















PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
26-Ausf-82
OBLIGATED 1982 1983
OREGON STATE HIGHWAY DIVISION PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
1984 1985 1986
PAGE 3^
POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH
*151 NU NICOLAI ST-NW 29TH TO NW
R/W 0 43*775
CONST 0 1*714*312






*152 NW YEON AVE-NW ST HELENS RD TO NW NIC0LAI*******#7;r3*480***********)M'.#*****#* FAP1
R/W 0 If985*600 0 0 0 0 0 1*985*600
CONST 0 0 2»125*000 7*820»000 0 0 0 9*945*000
TIP TOTAL 0 1*985*600 2*125*000 7*820*000 0 0 0 11*930*600
79038
*153 NW ST HELENS RD-NW KITTR1DGE ST TO NW 29TH AVE********734*481*********)Mc***^^ FAU9296
R/W O 0 43*350 0 0 0 0 43*350
CONST 0 0 0 0 3*274*200 0 0 3*274*200
TIP TOTAL O 0 43*350 0 3*274,200 0 0 3*317*550
79038
*154 VAUGHN ST/WARDWAY-NW 29TH AVE TO NW 247H AVE***#****735*482*************#**#******#**^^ FAU9296
CONST 0 0 0 0 0 1*020*000 0 1*020*000
TIP TOTAL 0 0 0 0 0 1*020*000 0 1*020*000
79038

























































PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
26~AuSt-82














































































*157 METRO SYSTEM PLANNING-W/S C0RRIM)R-299001*#******l17*238*239*240*************************#^^ N/A
PE 2*250*036 0 0 0 0 0 0 2*250*036
TIP TOTAL 2*250*036 0 0 0 0 0 0 2*250*036
80404














































*159 BANFIELD LRT STATION AREA PLANNING PR0GRAM********290#259*404*********************#**#***#^ N/A 80900
PE 1*028*069 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*027*647 -422
RESRV 0 0 i 0 0 0 0 459*313 459*313 0
TIP TOTAL 1*028*069 0 0 0 0 0 459*313 1*486*960 -422
*160 WESTSIDE CORRIDOR RELATED HIGHWAY PROJECTS-FHWA FUNDED********559*261*461******************#**tt^^ N/A
PF 59*500 0 0 0 0 0 0 60*690






REGIONAL PROJECTS PROJECTS (CONTINUED)
METROPOLITAN SERVICE DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM
PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
1983 1984 1985 1986 POST 198A AUTHORIZED
PAGE. 37
EXCESS AUTH
*161 MCLOUGHLIN CORRIDOR TRANSIT ANALYS1S********588*267*****#*#**>W^ FAP26
PE 100,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 94,023




























*164 METRO SYSTEMS PL*





























*166 PORTLAND/VANCOUVER CORRIDOR ANALYSIS*••BI-STATE TASK F0RCE********310*452*460**#******************#******* N/A
PE 72*311 0 0 0 0 0 0 68*793

























































PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
26-Au«-82
1983 198A 1985 198&
PAGE
POST 1986 AUTHORIZED EXCESS AUTH
FUNDS TO BE ALLOCATED TO PROJECT PROJECTS
*167 FUNDS TO BE REALLOCATED*******\<^<>^%
OTHER 0 0

















PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY1983
INTERSTATE TRANSFER PROJECTS BY SPONSOR
26-AUSI-82


































































PRELIMINARY PROGRAM FOR FY 1983
ALL OTHER PROJECTS
MI;:IROPOI.:nAN SERVJCF ra
TRANSPORTATION XHPROVK HI! N I PROGRAM
PRH1XHINARY PROORAH M)R FY1V83
 t-
AIL. OTHIFR PROJECTS
1.VB4 1985 1V«6 POST J.VBA AUTHOR I ZKTi
i;il'Y OH PORM.ANli HhJ.ihK'AI. AX» URBAN BYtt'f'fc'H
.^.(> 1. CITY or FORTI. AND I-AU COHTINOPMOY
RFSRV 0 1%?T72A 240rin
11/10
53r5
roiAi. t:rry or pfircif.AKD FCW-RAI. AXP OI^AN HYSTH:M
KKSRV 0 117^7^4 J?4<>»511
fOTAI. 0 U7f7?4 ^40r511 240 r Hll 53r591
;





OKI. XOATK'H 1982 1981 19 B5 1986
PAHK1 :
POST 1VB6 AUJHt)RX/?l:»
CI.ACKAMAS COUNTY FFUfRAI. AX» URBAN 8Y8IEM
42 3 I.OWHR BOHNEB KERRY Rn-HAriRONA TO 8W JKAN
PF 83 r 394 :?;'r(H>6 0
CONST 0 420 f J>?0 28?»340 282



















TRANBPORIA f U)H XMPROVtTKIfNT PROtiRAK
PRKIXMXNARY PROttRAM FOR
A I L U I HI: R PROJECTS
DPI. 1-983 1.9B4 1.VB5 1VBA POST 1VH6 AUTHORIZED
hFl"iF:RAJ AXKi XWfKRSJAfF: SYSTHM








Xti-NfJRTH fiRKKI-t-.Y AVh: TO I S CONNECTION














101 Al. KFWFRA1. AIM 1NTFRBTATF. SYSTEM
R/W O Xr¥;4^ »rOO0 6r65t
CONST 0 0 .... 111224»000


















































4 r 7 0 0 » 0 0 0













1 1 7 24 X205 INTERCHANGE-AT OTTY RU OR LESTER 8T-T0 BE DF.TKRMXNKW
R/W • 0 ^00*000 - 0 0 • - - 0 - -
CONST 0 0 780*000 0 0



















MURRAY W.V» INTKRBFCTXON XMPROVHMFNT
4f.fO00 0 0
0 30 f000 0
















































MliTROPOI. I TAN SFRVICI" DISTRICT
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVHMKNT PROORAN
PRKT. XMXNARY PROGRAM FOR FY1V«3<-
AI.I. OTHER PROJECTS
P HASH'






















"I ION 3 'DISCRETIONARY' CAPITAL PROORAK
PURCHABH: OP SUPPORT VI;HICI.ER
0 0 117*600 1153 r AOO
PURCHASE OK SHOP KUMIPKCNT
0 0 17?r:?00 1155 r 200
PURCHASE AND INSTALL ATI ON OF 100 PASSf.NOER BHirt.TPRH
o o :?oo»ooo o
r.iFVHLOPMI..NT 01 TUALATIN TRANSIT STATION
0 0 BBOrOOO 0
JJKVJFl.OPMir.NT OP LAKE OSWFOf) TRANSIT STATION
0 0 BOOt000 0
»lfVHL.OPMENT OP S0UTHWKS1 TRANSF PR POINTS
0 0 2r400*000 0
HASE OP 60 STANBARJJ B0SE8
0 0 7 f 920 r 000
KtTAVKRTON TRANSIT CENTER
0 0 31^001000
PORTLAND TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS MANAOKMENT































































TRANSPORT A fXOK XMPROVlfMliNI PROORAM










TOfAI. UMTA SKCIION V, OPFRATXKB ASSISTANCE PROORAK
OfUKJ 0 IVTHIM
 rOOO SfBVOiOOO SrttVOrOOO
TP7AI. 0 17»Bj;B»000 tvrB90»000 t>»B90»000
H90»000


























Mli'TROW)!. If AN HKKVIO: DISTRICT
TRAN8P0RTATTUN IMPROVE KK K I PROGRAM
























































I RANSPORTA I I ON IMPROVE MFTM1 PROORAM
PRKI.IMXNARY PROGRAM FOR KY19B3.
Al.l. ()1Hl.rR PROJECTS
;?;?•••• A 1.1:a •-'<):•}
OBI.
PAOK 8
1986 POST 1986 AUTHORIZED
UtffA Sh'CTtON ^ TKAWKn CAPITAL PROGRAM




17,? ;ir* wirsr BURKBIDL/HORRXSON TBM XMPROWITHEHTB




























































Mi; IROPOI. XI AN SKRVXHK »XSTRICT
'fRANSPORTATJON 1MPROVH HI- H I PROORAM
PRK1.XMTNARY PROORAH FOR FY1-9B3
ALL OTHIrR PROJKCfK
19B2 1984 19BS POST 1VB6 AUTHORIZED
KPECXAI. 1RANHP0R1AT1UN PROGRAM
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2A» 32^J r 1B2
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Vr«8t'jr000
24 s 2715* 240
B»416rB(>0
7 r 41 7 »71.1
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